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Abstract - In this paper energy-aware embedded system
simulator is presented. Simulation model supports describing
behavior of different hardware and software subsystems and
power and performance management algorithms. Using presented
simulator, two algorithms with different optimization goals were
tested: power management of single processor using Dynamic
Frequency Scaling and multiprocessor Load Balancing. Presented
simulator can be used for development of scheduling and power
management algorithms, as well as power consumption estimation
of embedded systems.
Keywords – Embedded systems, Multiprocessor, Power
Management, Simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Power management is an important topic for modern
embedded systems. It can be used to reduce cooling costs
and electricity bills of stationary systems and prolong
battery life of mobile systems. Power management
techniques can be divided into static and dynamic. Static
power management techniques are used to keep system that
is idle in a power-efficient state, with System level suspend
as an example. Dynamic power management [1] techniques
are used on a component (or group of components) level
and they work by keeping a component that is idle in a low
power state, like clock and power gating, or by reducing
performance if a component is not fully utilized, like
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling, DVFS.
Modern embedded systems can be complex, having
heterogeneous multiprocessor architecture [2], [3], and
many different hardware accelerators and peripherals.
Measuring power consumption of such system, or some
part of the system, can be a challenging task. Also, because
of fast development process of modern embedded systems
performance and power consumption of such systems
needs to be evaluated even before hardware prototypes for
all components in the system are available.
On the other hand, simulated environment makes
development easier, since it allows different aspects of the
system to be modeled and system to be analyzed on
different abstraction levels. It is much easier to develop
new power management algorithms and evaluate power
consumption of an embedded system in a simulated
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environment because it is easy to control testing conditions
and to reproduce certain testing scenario. It is also easier to
automate testing and analyze feasibility and performance
before hardware is available.
Different multiprocessor simulators have been
previously developed. Many of these simulators are ISAlevel simulators, which makes them too complex for
describing and evaluating algorithms, or do not take power
consumption into account. WSim [4] is an ISA-level
simulator of MSP430 and ATMega microcontrollers, used
for wireless sensor networks simulation. It is possible to
evaluate energy consumption using WSim, but it is limited
to only these two architectures. Gem5 [5] is an ISA-level
simulator which supports several architectures (Alpha,
ARM, SPARC and x86), with different levels of details and
possibility to evaluate power consumption. Simics [6] is a
full system simulator, which allows detailed simulation of
hardware subsystems, but it does not take energy
consumption into account. SimSo [7] is multiprocessor
simulator used to evaluate multiprocessor scheduling
algorithms, but it does not take energy consumption into
account. STORM [8] is also multiprocessor simulator for
scheduling algorithms evaluation and it takes energy
consumption into account. Unlike previous works which
aim at accurate ISA-level simulation or are focused
primarily on multiprocessor scheduling algorithms, we
propose the new multiprocessor Energy-Aware embedded
SYstem Simulator (EASYSim) for development and
evaluation of algorithms for performance and power
management.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Key
concepts and simulation model are defined in Section 2.
Implementation details for one possible realization of
defined concepts are described in Section 3. Functional
verification of simulator is presented in Section 4 by
detailed description of two common optimization
scenarios: DFS of single processor and load balancing of
multiprocessor system. Discussion and future perspectives
are given in Section 5.

II. Simulation model
Key elements of presented simulator are simulation
environment, engine and manager.
Simulation environment is collection of simulation
objects. Every simulation object has following attributes:
power consumption, execution time and synchronization
interface. Simulation objects can have parameters which
modify their attributes. For instance, objects that are used

to emulate hardware components can have performance in
certain operating state (e.g. CPU frequency) as parameter
that affects power consumption attribute, or latency caused
by transitioning from one state to another as parameter that
affects execution time. Also, objects that are used to
emulate software components can have priority as
parameter that affects synchronization interface. Simulation
objects can be grouped to form complex objects and
different dependencies among them can be defined.
Simulation engine is used to execute simulation. It is a
discrete event simulator based on SimPy [9]. Simulation
engine provides methods for synchronization and
communication between objects.
Simulation manager is power and performance
management algorithm. If this algorithm is implemented in
software, hardware or combination of two, it contributes to
the power consumption of simulated system as any
simulation object. If simulation manager is an external
influence, then its execution does not consume power.
Energy consumption of simulated system is obtained by
summing energy consumption of each individual
simulation object,
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power states have non-zero latency. Also, idle state is
defined which has both frequency and latency equal to
zero. Since CPU power consumption depends on
utilization, this is modeled by calculating average of energy
spent in active and idle state. If processor spends T A0 time
in active state A0 and time T  T A0 in idle state, power
consumed during time period T can be calculated as
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Fig. 1. CPU core state machine
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where j represents a combination of OBJ i parameters
(e.g. frequency and supply voltage combination), Pj is
average power consumption and T j is time period while
parameter combination j is active. Since simulation
objects can be used to represent both software and
hardware, power consumption needs to be defined for
either of these, depending on available information. There
should be no overlapping in power consumption definition,
in order to obtain accurate measurements.

Idle state is entered every time CPU core has no
program load. Interface for triggering frequency change
and transitioning into low power state is provided. CPU
core is single-threaded and supports external interrupt
handling. Each CPU core has unique ID.
Power model, i.e. list of supported power states for a
CPU core is configured using a JSON file (Fig 2.).
{
"cpu0": {
"active": [{
"id": 0,
"name": "p0",
"power": 120,
"frequency": 5
}],
"idle": [{
"id": 0,
"name": "idle",
"power": 10
}],
"sleep": [{
"id": 0,
"name": "s0",
"power": 5,
"latency": 1
}]
}

III. IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE
In order to demonstrate how previously defined
concepts can be used for realization of an evaluation
system, example implementation that supports a CPU core
model and program task as simulation objects was created.
A. CPU core model
Implemented CPU core model has following
parameters: frequency and latency. Both parameters are
provided as discrete values. For easier management, active
and inactive power states are introduced [10] (Fig 1.).
Power consumption is given for each individual state.
Active power states have non-zero frequency and inactive

}
Fig. 2. CPU core model description

TABLE 1
PROCESSOR STATES DESCRIPTION

With this approach multiple CPU cores, each having its
own power state model, can be instantiated and
multiprocessor systems can be simulated.
B. Program load model
Program load consists of tasks. Tasks are simulation
objects which have priority as parameter. Priorities from 0
to 63 are supported, where 0 is the highest and 63 the
lowest priority. Tasks are modeled as number of single
clock instructions that CPU core executes.
After tasks are initialized, they are ready to execute
(Fig. 3). If multiple tasks are ready, then task with highest
priority becomes active. Tasks can be pre-empted by tasks
with higher priority. Tasks can also become blocked while
waiting on a synchronization element to become available.
After synchronization element becomes available, tasks
waiting on it become ready to execute.

CPU active states

CPU inactive states

State

Power
[mW]

Freq
[MHz]

State

Power
[mW]

Latency
[us]

A0

160

8

idle

10

N/A

A1

119

6

S0

1

1

A2

75

4

S1

0.1

10

A3

43

2

For configured time-critical task workload of 22000
instructions and incoming event every 16ms, task execution
diagram is presented in Fig 5. With this configuration, DFS
algorithm provides 9% power savings.

Fig. 3. Task state machine

IV. RESULTS
Functionalities of the simulation system example are
verified using two different optimization algorithms. First
algorithm is single processor Dynamic Frequency scaling,
which is a power management algorithm. Second algorithm
is Multiprocessor Load Balancing.

Fig. 4. Programming model and task synchronization for single
processor DFS example

A. Single processor DFS
DFS algorithm presented in [11] has been implemented
in simulator. Single CPU core is used with power states
presented in Table 1. Two types of tasks are executing on
the CPU core, time-critical task (Task #1 in Fig. 4) and
non-critical task (Task #2 in Fig. 4). DFS algorithm
(simulation manager) is implemented as two tasks, the
DFSHP and DFSLP task. DFSHP task is used to capture
timestamps of start and end of execution of time-critical
task. DFSLP task is used to calculate CPU utilization of
time-critical task execution and calculate next frequency
that is to be configured in order to reduce power
consumption.
Programming
model
and
task
synchronization is presented in Fig 4.

Fig. 5. Task execution diagram for DFS

B. Multiprocessor load balancing
Typical multiprocessor embedded system can have
several processor cores each with different power model
and working at different clock frequency. Critical
processing is usually distributed among these processor
cores in a form of parallel programming threads. Although

simulator can support different system architectures,
presented results consider centralized architecture with
multiple CPUs each executing one thread of a critical
programming task and central, manager CPU dedicated for
results aggregation and system control. Programming
model and task synchronization is depicted in Fig 6.
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Fig. 7. Architecture of multiprocessor system with 3 worker and
1 manager core, with ability of load balancing
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Fig. 6. Programming model and task synchronization for typical
centralized multiprocessor embedded system

In the presented simulation scenario start of processing
on all cores in the system is triggered by external event
which is generated periodically inside simulation
environment. Manager CPU waits while all other CPUs in
the system finish their processing to aggregate results and
provide final output. Since tasks executing on different
cores can have very different complexities in terms of
instruction count, and since each core can work at different
frequency, load of different cores in the system can vary
very much. This particularly means that some cores will
spend majority of the time in Idle or Low power state.
Although this can be beneficial in terms of total energy
consumption, peak power that they exhibit can be very
high. Load balancing is a process of equalizing utilization
of all working cores in the system. Balancing the load of
multiple processors will minimize this peak power while
ensuring that all timing deadlines are met. Architecture of
embedded multiprocessor system with property of dynamic
load balancing is shown in Figure 7. Cores CPU0, CPU1
and CPU2 are worker cores while CPU3 is manager core
responsible for result aggregation and power optimization
of the entire system. Each core measures its own utilization
in the same manner as explained previously in the DFS
example. Statistics about utilization along with processor’s
unique ID are written into statistics shared memory.

Manager core CPU3 waits until all worker cores update
their statistics to execute optimization algorithm. Output of
the optimization algorithm could be the set of
recommended working frequencies for each worker core in
the system. However, there are no guarantees that this
particular optimum can be achieved since all cores have
different discrete set of available active states and different
working frequencies. Also, changing utilization of one
CPU core can influence utilization of other CPU cores if
programming threads which are executing on them are
interdependent. On the other hand, iterative step by step
optimization assumes that at the each optimization period
manager core will send just one optimization hint to the
worker core with the least optimal utilization whether it
should increase or decrease its working frequency. Upon
receiving this hint worker core initiates transition to the
next closest state with larger or lower working frequency
depending on the actual hint value, as it is shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. State transitions triggered by the optimization hint

When one processor changes its state, utilization of
other processors in the system can also change because of
dependencies between them. At the next optimization step
manager will calculate new hint value which will be based
on this newly established system utilization and thus will
move the whole system step by step to the optimal working
mode.
Simulator is tested with two different scenarios of load
balancing of heterogeneous multiprocessor system with 2
worker and 1 manager core.
In the first scenario each worker core is executing same
amount of instructions. However, they have different

starting frequencies and different set of available active
power states as it is shown in Table 2. Because of this,
initial utilizations of these two worker cores will be very
different as it is shown in Fig. 9. a).

CPU active states
State

Freq
[MHz]

Power
[mW]

A0

5

120

CPU1 active states

A1

2

48

A2

1

21

TABLE 2
PROCESSOR STATES DESCRIPTION
CPU0 active states

TABLE 3
PROCESSOR STATES DESCRIPTION

State

Freq
[MHz]

Power
[mW]

State

Freq
[MHz]

Power
[mW]

A0

20

200

A0

5

120

A1

8

80

A1

2

48

A2

5

50

A2

1

21

A3

2

20

A4

1

10

Manager core detects this load imbalance and sends a
hint to CPU0 to decrease its working frequency resulting in
transition from state A0 to the state A1, Fig. 9. b). At the
next optimization period manager core detects that CPU0
still has much lower utilization than CPU1 and sends
another hint for lowering working frequency resulting in
transition to the state A2, Fig. 9. c). Since in the state A2
processor CPU1 has the same working frequency as CPU0
and since they are executing same programming load their
utilization will be equal.

Manager core detects this load imbalance and sends a
hint to CPU1 to decrease its working frequency, resulting
in transition from state A0 to the state A1, Fig. 10. b). After
this transition utilization of these cores are almost equal.
Since small imbalance in utilization is tolerated by the
manager core, no further hints will be sent for performance
adjustment.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 10. Load balancing process of worker cores with same
characteristics executing different amount of programming load

V. Discussion
(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 9. Load balancing process of different worker cores
executing same programming load

In the second scenario two same worker cores with the
set of active power states shown in Table 3, are executing
different amount of programming load. Programming
thread executing on CPU0 has 3000 instructions while
programming thread executing on CPU1 has 1300
instructions. This will cause unequal utilization of these
two worker cores. CPU1 will have much lower utilization
than CPU0, Fig. 10. a).

Energy-aware embedded system simulator is presented.
Example implementation is provided based on presented
concept and its functionality has been verified using two
algorithms with different optimization goals, power
management and load balancing.
Compared to already existing simulators, presented
concept provides simple interface and allows easy system
model description, while taking into account power
consumption of the system. Presented concept can be used
to develop and evaluate scheduling, and power and
performance management algorithms for single processor
and multiprocessor embedded systems. Simulation model
can be further extended to incorporate more complex
entities and to provide means to accurately estimate system
power consumption.
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